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DESIGNER 

CENTRO STUDI 

ALESSI 

CSA 

The Alessi Research Centre 
{CSA) was set up In 1990 for 
two purposes: to draw up 
theoretical papers on topics 
associated with objects (to be 
published as books), and to 
coordinate work with you� 
designers. Up until 1h.at time 
Alessi had only worked with 
"major designers", and I felt a 
certain degree of respo-nsibility 
towards young, upcoming 
designers. Alberto Alessi 

Mr. Cold Soap Dispenser 
REFILLABLE LIQUID SOAP DISPENSER IN 

THERMOPLASTIC RESIN, YELLOW. 

CODE AMGI01 Y PRICE $44

The work of professional cartoonist Massimo Giacon. 
an artist of great talent and personality who has used his 
storytelling abilities to add life and whimsy to a soap 
dispenser with the features of a bizarre cold character. 

• Quick ship USA

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

C: 19.3 fl oz 

L: 7.48" 

W: 4.92" 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

STEFANO GIOVANNONI 

Som In la Spezla In 1954. Stefano as 
an architect and des�ner wa$ taught 
by Buti at Florence Un

i

versity. In the 
early S0's he rounded the King-Kong 
Produclion Group along with Gukfo 
Venturini. A technical designer par 
excellence he has lndustrlal design In 
his ONA and the capacity to 
understand public sentiment like no 
other designer mentioned ln thts 
catalogue. His projects began with lhe 
Girotondo (1989 designed with Guido 
Venturini) and the first transparent 
objects in plastic from the Famlty 
Follows Fiction series (1993). There is 
a huge number of his items l.n the 
Officina Alessi, Alessi and A di Alessi 
catalogues. 

Merdolino Toilet Brush 
TOILET BRUSH IN THERMOPLASTIC RESIN. 

CODE ASG04  PRICE $70

Created as part of the F.F.F. (Family Follows Fiction) 
meta project, an operation in the early 1990s that aimed 
to explore the affective structure of shapes and objects, 
starting from the idea of reproducing the object creation 
process followed by children and primitive cultures. In 
Stefano Giovannoni's design, the toilet brush is 
transformed from an "off limits" object into a svelte pot 
holding a long and strangely inviting shrub. This product 
scandalized the orthodox world of design, and has been 
hugely successful over the years.

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 18.91"

W: 4.73"

COLORS 

ASG04 ASG04 AZ 

Brown Blue

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 

• Quick ship USA
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DESIGNER 

STEFANO GIOVANNONI 

Som In la Spezla In 1954. Stefano as 
an architect and des�ner wa$ taught 
by Buti at Florence Un

i

versity. In the 
early S0's he rounded the King-Kong 
Produclion Group along with Gukfo 
Venturini. A technical designer par 
excellence he has lndustrlal design In 
his ONA and the capacity to 
understand public sentiment like no 
other designer mentioned ln thts 
catalogue. His projects began with lhe 
Girotondo (1989 designed with Guido 
Venturini) and the first transparent 
objects in plastic from the Famlty 
Follows Fiction series (1993). There is 
a huge number of his items l.n the 
Officina Alessi, Alessi and A di Alessi 
catalogues. 

Merdolino Toilet Brush,
Gold, Limited Edition 
TOILET BRUSH IN THERMOPLASTIC RESIN, PVD 
COATING, GOLD.  

CODE SG04 100  PRICE $380

Part of a collection presented in 1992 that scandalised 
design prudes, this pretty lavatory brush was the 
champion of the redemption of its type, for the first time 
considered by the design world. Re-proposed in an all-
golden form, it has become a paradoxical object par 
excellence: it contradicts current logic, surprising with its 
oddity, and becomes an art object dedicated to 
collectors. 

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 18.91"

W: 4.73"

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 

• Quick ship USA





ALESSI 

DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards. lncludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection 

Toothbrush Holder 
TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER IN PMMA, WHITE. 

CODE PL03 W  PRICE $32

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family of 
object for the bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and the used materials is the main characteristic 
of this project. The entire range of product is minimal and 
essential thanks to its rectangular shape and very well finished 
with it's rounded edges. The objects are simple but never dull.

• Quick ship USA

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 4.33' 

L: 3.74' 

W: 3.74' 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards, lneludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award. the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro AOL 

Birillo Collection Soap-Dish 
SOAP DISH IN PMMA, WHITE AND 18/10 STAINLESS 
STEEL MIRROR POLISHED. 

CODE PL04 W PRICE $42 

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family 
of object for the bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and the used materials is the main 
characteristic of this project. The entire range of product is 
minimal and essential thanks to its rectangular shape and 
very well finished with it's rounded edges. The objects are 
simple but never dull. 

• Quick ship USA

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 1.18" 

L: 4.33" 

W: 4.33' 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards. lneludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Soap 

Dispenser 
LIQUID SOAP DISPENSER IN PMMA, WHITE. 

CODE PL05 W  PRICE $55

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family 
of object for the Bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and the used materials is the main 
characteristic of this project. The entire range of product is 
minimal and essential thanks to its rectangular shape and 
very well finished with it's rounded edges. The objects are 
simple but never dull. 

• Quick ship USA

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

C: 10.1 fl oz 

H: 5.32" 

L: 4.53' 

W: 3.74" 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards, lneludlng the Goe<! Design
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Cotton Pad 

Dispenser 
COTTON PAD DISPENSER IN PMMA, WHITE. 

CODE PL06 WIPRICE $44

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family 
of object for the bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and the used materials is the main 
characteristic of this project. The entire range of product is 
minimal and essential thanks to its rectangular shape and 
very well finished with it's rounded edges. The objects are 
simple but never dull. 

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 9.45" 

L: 2.76" 

W: 2.76" 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards, lneludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Tissue Box 
Holder, Long
TISSUE BOX IN PMMA, WHITE. 

CODE PLO? W PRICE $55

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family 
of objecl for the bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and lhe used materials is the main 
characleristic of this project The entire range of product is 
minimal and essential lhanks to its rectangular shape and 
very well finished with it's rounded edges. The objects are 
simple but never dull. 

• Quick ship USA

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 3.15" 

L: 9.45" 

W: 5.12" 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards. lncludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Toilet 

Brush 
TOILET BRUSH IN PMMA, WHITE AND 18/10 

STAINLESS STEEL MIRROR POLISHED. 

CODE PL08 W PRICE $195 

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family 
of object for the bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and the used materials is lhe main 
characteristic of this project. The entire range of product is 
minimal and essential thanks to its rectangular shape and 
very well finished with it's rounded edges. The objects are 
simple but never dull. 

• Quick ship USA

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 16.54" 

L: 4.14" 

W: 4.14" 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards. lncludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Cotton 

Swabs Holder 
COTTON SWABS HOLDER IN PMMA, WHITE. 

CODE PL09 W  PRICE $44 

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family 
of object for the bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and the used materials is the main 
characteristic of this project. The entire range of product is 
minimal and essential thanks to its rectangular shape and 
very well finished with it's rounded edges. The objects are 
simple but never dull. 

• Quick ship USA

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 4.33' 

L: 3.54' 

W: 3.54' 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards. lneludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award. the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d"Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Bathroom 

Waste Bin 
BATHROOM WASTE BIN IN PMMA, WHITE. 

CODE PL 10 W PRICE $110 

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family 
of object for the bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and the used materials is the main 
characteristic of this project. The entire range of product is 
minimal and essential thanks to its rectangular shape and 
very well finished with it's rounded edges. The objects are 
simple but never dull. 

• Quick ship USA

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 8.27' 

L: 7.29' 

W: 7.29' 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards, lneludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Bathroom 

Container 
BATHROOM CONTAINER IN PMMA, WHITE. 
CODE PL 11 W PRICE $44 

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family 
of object for the Bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and the used materials is the main 
characteristic of this project. The entire range of product is 
minimal and essential thanks to its rectangular shape and 
very well finished with it's rounded edges. The objects are 
simple but never dull.

• Quick ship USA

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 2.56" 

L: 7.9" 

W: 7.9""

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards, lncludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Soap 

Dispenser 
LIQUID SOAP DISPENSER IN THERMOPLASTIC 
RESIN, WHITE. 

CODE PL 14 W PRICE $48
 
It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family 
of object for the Bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and the used materials is the main 
characteristic of this project. The entire range of product is 
minimal and essential thanks to its rectangular shape and 
very well finished with it's rounded edges. The objects are 
simple but never dull. 

• Quick ship USA

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

C: 6.8 fl oz 

H: 6.5" 

L: 3.15" 

W: 2.6" 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards, lneludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Tissue

Box Holder, Tall
TISSUE BOX IN PMMA, WHITE. 

CODE PL 15 W PRICE $70

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the 
family of object for the Bathroom "Birillo". The balance 
between the minimal shape and the used materials is 
the main characteristic of this project. The entire range 
of product is minimal and essential thanks to its 
rectangular shape and very well finished with it's 
rounded edges. The objects are simple but never dull. 

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 5.91" 

L: 5.91" 

W: 5.91" 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards. lneludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Soap Dish, 
Wall Suction 
SHOWER/BATHROOM CADDY IN PMMA, WHITE WITH 
SUCTION CUP. 

CODE PL 16 W PRICE $70 

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the family 
of object for the Bathroom "Birillo". The balance between the 
minimal shape and the used materials is the main 
characteristic of this project. The entire range of product is 
minimal and essential thanks to its rectangular shape and 
very well finished with it's rounded edges. The objects are 
simple but never dull.

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 3.15" 

L: 7.48" 

W: 5.91" 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards. lneludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Bathroom 

Container Organizer Box
BATHROOM ORGANIZER IN PMMA, WHITE WITH 

LID. CODE PL 17 W  PRICE $125 

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the 
family of object for the Bathroom "Birillo". The balance 
between the minimal shape and the used materials is the 
main characteristic of this project. The entire range of 
product is minimal and essential thanks to its rectangular 
shape and very well finished with it's rounded edges. The 
objects are simple but never dull.

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 4.73' 

L: 7.9" 

W: 7.9" 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010 

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 
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DESIGNER 

PIERO LISSONI 

Plero Ussoni is an architeet. designer 
and Art Director. In 1986, he and 
Nicotetta Canesi founded the design and 
archltecture studio Lissonl Assoeiatl, In 
Milan. Then in 1996 the studio ror visual 
communication Graph.x, the architectural 
firm Llssonl Architettura In 2013, and. two 
years later. Ussoni Inc. in New York. 
which handles interior design projects in 
the USA, Canada, Central and South 
America. Lissoni Inc. works closely with 
licensed architects of record on all the 
USA projects. His architecture and design 
work is recognized worktwide and has
earned him a series of international 
awards. lncludlng the Goe<! Design 
Award, the Red Dot Award and the 
Compasso d'Oro ADI. 

Birillo Collection Toilet 

Paper Holder Stand
TOILET PAPER ROLL CONTAINER IN PMMA, WHITE. 

CODE PL 18 W PRICE $135

It's been designed by Piero Lissoni and it is part of the 
family of object for the Bathroom "Birillo". The balance 
between the minimal shape and the used materials is 
the main characteristic of this project. The entire range 
of product is minimal and essential thanks to its 
rectangular shape and very well finished with it's 
rounded edges. The objects are simple but never dull.

DIMENSIONS 

PRODUCT 

H: 12.21" 

L: 5.91" 

W: 5.91" 

9ALESSI USA, 41 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10010

\.+1 (718) 213-5304 iSwww.alessi.com 121 david.dimeco@alessi.com 




